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When society became disillusioned with its heroes, the next generation made a vow to do better. To make a difference. To change
the world. They are the...
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While investigating some strange ice-level readings in the Arctic, the Champions and their new
recruits discovered a facility run by the villainous Master of the World. But rather than hatching
a nefarious scheme, the Master seems to be repairing the ice caps in order to save a world he
intends to rule someday in the future. The Champions reluctantly agree to let him proceed, but the
locals aren’t happy about it…and neither is ALPHA FLIGHT!
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Correct
me if I’m wrong,
but I’m sensing a
bit of tension
in the air…
…Let’s all
settle down.
I’m sure we
can come to an
amicable
solution.

You kids
need to STEP
BACK. We're taking
the master
in!

No!

He’s not hurting anyone! The Master-man, do I hate calling him that--He’s using
his drones to rebuild glaciers
and slow down global
warming!

The young
Marvelite speaks
the truth. I’m here
to save the
world.

Let me
guess, you’re
gonna “save the
world” so you can
conquer
it!

Whoa there,
sasquatch.

Naturally,
but the timeline
on my domination
of this planet is…
flexible.

You need
The Master is
to trust me
a megalomaniac
on this, Ms. empowered with alien
Marvel.
technology. Whatever
he tells you he’s doing,
it’s a lie. Plain and
simple.
We’re here
to apprehend
him so he can’t
cause any
harm.

How do you
know What he's doing
is bad ‘til you look at it?

We’ve
dealt with
the Master
before.

I get it, what he’s doing is
technically illegal, but so
was locking up a bunch of
people for “predictive
justice,” right?!
You
did what you
thought was right,
no matter
what!

That was
quite a rich
little moral
conflict,
wasn’t it?

Shut up, you
smug psychopath.

Are we
really going
there right now?
is that what this
is about?

I thought
you said we
were cool…
that we’d talk
about
it!

And we
will, but not
here and not
like this.

Understood,
ironheart. Nova
and I are ready
to assist.

Viv, you
there?
We’ve got a
situation
forming and
could use
some
backup.

We
are?

You kids
don’t know what
you’re doing.

Adults
keep saying
that, but I don't
see YOU fixing
the ice,
Puck!

I don’t want to fight you, but we’re
not backing down. The Master is
too dangerous.
This macho
garbage…This
is why I quit the
Avengers.

Fear not,
Carol. A simple
Spell of Slumber
should do the
tr--

I don’t
think so,
talisman!

UHHH--!

[sigh]
So much for
diplomacy…

Spidersense tingling
just a bit.
Something
dangerous
nearby…

Active perimeter
threat:
intercepting.

I hope
everything’s
okay up
top…

I’ll
just follow
that little
pulse…

…carefully…

…and
see where it
leads.

Feels
pretty strong
‘round this
corner--

Oh, my
god!

